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The Honorable Joseph Simons
Chairman
Federal Trade Commission
600 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20580

Dear Mr. Simons:

Thank you for your leadership to hold these hearing on competition and consumer protection in the 21st century. It is entirely appropriate that as a new chairman in a new administration that you conduct this inquiry to determine whether and how “broad-based changes in the economy, evolving business practices, new technologies, or international developments might require adjustments to competition and consumer protection enforcement law, enforcement priorities, and policy.”

My comments reflect my empirical research in questions of international internet policy conducted at the American Enterprise Institute in Washington, DC, and the Center for Communication, Media and Information Technologies at Aalborg University in Copenhagen, Denmark. The findings are my own and do not necessarily reflect the views of the institutions with which I am affiliated.

The comments are organized in the following sections.

1. How market solutions promote online privacy
2. The role of privacy enhancing technologies (PETs) in promoting online privacy
3. The role of consumer education in promoting online privacy
4. Additional policy considerations for online privacy

Thank you for the opportunity to participate in these hearings. A general discussion on competition is submitted under separate cover.

Sincerely,

Roslyn Layton, Ph.D.
Visiting Scholar
American Enterprise Institute
1789 Massachusetts Avenue NW
Washington, DC 20036
How Market Solutions Promote Online Privacy

Overview the FTC’s role to maintain a competitive market. The FTC has demonstrated an ongoing commitment to online privacy. The main authority for privacy enforcement in the US is 15 USC § 45, which charges the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) with preventing “unfair methods of competition in or affecting commerce and unfair or deceptive acts or practices in or affecting commerce.”¹ In matters of privacy, the FTC’s role is to enforce privacy promises made in the marketplace.

The FTC has considerable power to police online privacy. It can order firms to cease and desist unfair trade practices. Its ability to penalize companies that harm consumers through unfair and deceptive practices formed a means of effective privacy protection. Indeed, the FTC has launched an investigation into whether Facebook violated its 2011 consent decree.²

Whereas the EU’s General Data Protection Regulation assumes that any data collection is suspect, the FTC focuses its enforcement efforts on sensitive information that should be protected against unwarranted disclosure. This helps avoid imposing costly and draconian compliance mandates on entities that are not a priori threats to personal privacy, such as personal blogs, nonprofit organizations, or informational websites. The FTC’s approach seeks to allocate scarce regulatory resources to prevent the greatest threats to online privacy. To be sure, if a small entity behaves in an unfair or deceptive way, it can be prosecuted, but the FTC does not assume that every entity wants to harm online users. Additional laws form the foundation on which the FTC carries out this charge including the Privacy Act of 1974,³ the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act,⁴ the Fair Credit Reporting Act,⁵ and the Children’s Online Privacy Protection Act.⁶

The FTC took up some 200 privacy cases in 2017 alone.⁷ In addition to its numerous enforcements on unfair and deceptive practices related to online privacy and education resources about online privacy, the FTC has hosted three consecutive annual conferences in which it attempts to solicit state of the art research in the field.⁸ These conferences have grown in quality and depth, are vital, and should continue. Importantly, the FTC maintains an open door to receive research in the field at any time.⁹
Theories of Online Privacy. Online privacy can be seen from two competing paradigms. One model is that of rational choice, in which the individual weighs the cost and benefits of privacy and decides. The other view paints users as being at the mercy of external factors that determine whether they reveal or conceal themselves. The former tends to support solutions and technologies that empower consumers to make their own choices and suggests that firms, valuing their customers, will take proactive steps to steward their experience. The latter holds that privacy tools are inevitably unreliable and that firms take predatory advantage of users. According to this view, regulation is needed to keep firms in check and to protect consumers. Empirical tests of the two models show that consumers are not inevitably predisposed to making bad choice or failing to act in a privacy enhancing matter. Research from tools deployed among hundreds of millions of users shows that privacy preferences change minute to minute depending on the site visited, the user’s goal, and the user’s desire for security and speed. As such, the opt-in regime is not empirically demonstrated as superior means of protecting the user’s privacy. The point is merely that privacy is not a binary choice. There are many means and modes to secure, and its importance varies depending on the user and the situation. As such, policymakers should tread carefully before applying draconian regulations that may satisfy the most vocal privacy advocates but reduce benefits and utility for millions of consumers.

The Economics of Online Platforms. An understanding of online privacy needs to incorporate the study of online platforms, which is a fancy way to say a two-sided (or multisided) market. Platforms have existed for millennia, for example the village market that was a place where merchants met villagers or buyers. Today’s platforms are characterized by networks effects; that is, how increasing the size of one side of the market affects the other. Platform operators frequently incentivize different market sides to grow the size of the platform.

A key difference of today’s platforms versus traditional retailers is that interaction between the various sides of the market is facilitated by the platform (Airbnb, Uber, etc.) allow the platform to collect significantly more information about the other parties. For example, a grocery store could film a shopper’s visit and then study the store, the products viewed, and finally which products purchased. In years past, offline market researchers would survey shoppers about their experience. However, a shopping tour online is studied and recorded more efficiently, allowing the platform, for example Amazon, to make improvements to the platform, remarket to the customer, and provide the shopper with a range of information (past purchases, similar items, ratings, refunds, etc).

The platforms can collect and sort this information to facilitate the matching between the various parties, for example ratings of Uber riders and drivers. Publishing such information helps the parties make informed trades. The situation could also give rise to information asymmetry in that some parties have information about the others but not vice versa. However, having perfect information is probably impossible and likely undesirable.

Platforms provide many benefits to users, particularly in minimizing search costs. However, this may also give rise to so-called lock-in effect, when it becomes costly for the user to leave the service, for example how users tend to focus on the top Google search results on the page, even though the search engine may deliver thousands of possible answers to the query. To break lock in, consumers must find other ways to search, frequently requiring an incentive to do so. This is where free offers, flexible pricing, and zero rating of internet data may be helpful.
The internet is an “experience good,” which means that its value cannot be ascertained until it is consumed. In markets with heterogeneous products, consumers with different preferences and information make it costly, if not impossible, for consumers to identify the attributes of the products or assess the fit vis-à-vis their preferences before the products have been consumed. Similarly, the provider cannot accurately match the offer to the consumer without some amount of trial and error. This process of the user switching, learning, and adjusting comprises a user’s “search costs.” The larger the search costs, the smaller the expected benefit of the second product over the first, and the less likely it is that the consumer will try to find a better match, even though there is definitely a better one out there. Thus, high search costs lead to suppliers having some market power over their existing customers—even though there are many different variants of the product available. Thus, regulators should keep in mind that free data may be helpful to reduce the user’s search costs to find alternative applications and to lower entrance barriers for entrant applications.

Data are unlike traditional goods and services in that they are frequently non-excludable and non-rivalrous, making the traditional application of economics and property rights slightly challenging. However, this represents an opportunity for the evolution of markets. We should encourage and expect market solutions to emerge. Indeed, some regulation and regulatory norms, for example price controls which require that consumers pay the full cost of broadband, may have deterred this market development.

The study of platforms can be further extended to whether it creates bottlenecks for content providers and merchants and whether these actors have other means to reach ends users and how effective they are. Moreover, the entire digital market is characterized by regulatory discrimination as traditional content and communications providers must compete under obsolete legacy regulation whereas the new software platforms have no such obligations. It is a key debate within the internet policy field whether antiquated regulation should be applied to the software platforms or whether after long last, policies for broadcast, cable, and telecom providers can be modernized so that they are granted the same freedoms of permission-less innovation as the software platforms. In 2014 Congress undertook a bona fide effort to update the Communications Act, which governs the sector, scuttled unfortunately by an Federal Communication Commission (FCC) effort to reregulate the telecom sector; the effort should be revisited as soon as possible.

**Market Responses Offer Swift Feedback to Firms and Preserve Consumer Sovereignty, Frequently More Effectively Than Regulation.** There has long been a tension between market and regulatory responses to problems when it comes to privacy. Consider that in response to telemarketing, consumers started to deploy technologies to uncover the identity of callers. Many privacy activists decried these efforts, saying that the technologies violated the privacy rights of the callers. However, today the prevailing view is that those on the receiving end of the call have the right to be informed of who is calling.

This view underpins consumers’ ethos to robocalls today, the leading consumer complaint at both the FCC and FTC. However, regulation to combat robocalls has likely increased rather than reduced the problem. Unwanted automated calls have exploded to more than two billion per month. Considerable resources are spent by regulatory agencies in processing complaints. The fastest way to stop the problem is through technology, allowing networks and users to employ techniques to block unwanted calls.
Policymakers took a different path to address the problem through the 1991 Telephone Consumer Protection Act (TCPA). But robocall perpetrators easily escape regulation by moving offshore or shifting technology to evade regulators. Unwittingly, the TCPA has given rise to a class-action lawsuit industry, driving thousands of suits per year, ensnaring unsuspecting actors that attempt to adhere to TCPA but unwittingly end up violating it. Given that the TCPA regulates speech, it is increasingly scrutinized under the First Amendment.\textsuperscript{18}

The tension between the seeming right to privacy and the right to be informed is also implicated by the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR).\textsuperscript{19} A key example is WHOIS, the query and response protocol used to identify those who register domain names, now masked by the GDPR. Law enforcement, cybersecurity professionals and researchers, and trademark and intellectual property rights holders have a vital interest in the transparency of WHOIS.\textsuperscript{20} “The publicly available data that is used to inform threat intelligence networks, find bad actors, and block them from accessing networks will no longer be available under the GDPR,” notes AEI’s Shane Tews.\textsuperscript{21}

On the internet, browser and cloud-based ad blocking technologies have been used by millions of users globally to reduce exposure to unwanted ads, reduce the cost of mobile subscriptions, and increase privacy, security, energy efficiency, and usability to speed the running of mobile apps and websites.\textsuperscript{22} Blocking technologies have arguably been more effective than regulations such as the EU’s ePrivacy Directive (Cookie Law”)\textsuperscript{23} to signal to advertisers to improve the design, quality, and delivery of advertisers; the Internet Advertising Bureau adopted the Light, Encrypted, Ad Choice, Supported, and Non-Invasive (LEAN) program for advertising as a result.\textsuperscript{24} The EU’s Cookie Law, which creates a pop-up the first time a person visits an EU-based website, costs businesses $2.3 billion annually in lost sales and productivity with no meaningful improvement for users’ privacy or experience.\textsuperscript{25}

User response to Facebook is also instructive in the fake of the Cambridge Analytica revelation. The tech media paints a picture of a mass exodus against Facebook, but the data tell another story. Daily active users (DAU) on Facebook in US and Canada have held steady for the past year in spite of the press coverage.\textsuperscript{26} It appears that millions of US Facebook users either do not know or are not concerned about the Cambridge Analytic scandal.

For all the castigation against the company for so-called fake news, the platform has gained give million DAU since the 2016 election. While Europe lost three million DAUs last quarter (the first time a decline has been recorded in two years, a likely outcome of the GDPR), DAU increased in last quarter in the rest of the world. This is not to say that there are not concerns about the platform. Indeed, a recent poll reports that two-thirds of older Americans (age 53–72), the demographic that reliably votes in all elections, want tech companies to be regulated like big banks, even though respondents overall have some doubts about whether governments can successfully regulate such firms.\textsuperscript{27} But it does suggest that policymakers need to be careful about generalizing about all Facebook users and adopting policies predicated on an incorrect understanding of its diverse users.

Privacy advocates would likely describe most Facebook users as suffering from a “privacy paradox” (understanding the value of privacy but failing to practice privacy enhancing behaviors), but the reality may be more likely that users accept the trade-offs. Many users get value from Facebook; they like having their family and friends, photo albums, and messaging all in one place. Like how advertising supported analog television, radio, and print, they understand that advertising and data collection
underpin the platform and make the valuable services possible. Naturally, they expect to be treated well but do not necessarily expect that there will never mistakes or problems. Indeed, users may be more interested to see how Facebook responds to situations by making improvements to the platform, rather than quitting outright. This may be related to Facebook having a resilient “brand personality” in that users understand that it is an imperfect and evolving platform. Indeed, Facebook experienced an increase in engagement from US users following the Cambridge Analytica revelation, as users went online to change their privacy settings.\(^{28}\)

However, many US users quit Facebook. A recent Hill Holliday survey of Generation Z (those born from 1994 and after) shows that so-called digital natives, which are estimated to comprise 40 percent of US consumers by 2020 and of whom more than 90 percent use social media platforms, found that more than one-half switch off social media for extended periods and one-third canceled their social media accounts.\(^{29}\) Users cited time wasting as the reason for quitting twice as often as a concern about privacy. While service providers may not like high rates of churn experienced among social media platforms,\(^{30}\) it reveals a competitive market in which consumers find it easy to leave and desire experience other platforms with different features.

Additionally, reports suggest that some forms of user engagement are declining.\(^{31}\) This could be related to Facebook changing its model to emphasize posts from family and friends over news.

The most significant market response was the company losing $119 billion following its second quarter financial results, the biggest market value drop for a company on a single day in US history.\(^{32}\) This amount is roughly 10 times the maximum fine that authorities could apply on the company under EU’s GDPR. Facebook’s shareholders have demanded leadership changes\(^ {33}\) and have lodged lawsuits against the company.\(^{34}\)

As for the discontent that remains, AEI’s Mark Jamison observes,

> Users are upset because they’re surprised and dismayed by revelations about how tech companies use people’s data. They feel they lost something that was rightfully theirs. Social media companies should meet this disillusionment head on. Accept the public outcry as a mandate for change before governments overstep. Engage with users openly. Tell them what has been going on and what is currently going on in ways that respect their time and intelligence. And remind people about the true relationship between the tech company and user.\(^ {35}\)

Some companies have turned crises into opportunity. Consider Tylenol, the most popular over-the-counter product in 1982, used by 100 million and accounting for 20 percent of Johnson & Johnson’s revenue. Following the revelation that its product was with cyanide, the company immediately recalled all its products and demonstrated that it prioritized safety over profit.\(^ {36}\) Rather than blame the company for the default, which killed seven people, public opinion leaned to the view that the firm was victim of a crime. Indeed, the case of who and how the tampering occurred is still unknown to this day. Following the incident, the firm worked with the Food and Drug Administration to introduce innovations to reduce the ability to tamper with medicines such as foil seals and gelatin-coated “caplets.”\(^ {37}\) Thereafter, Congress passed legislation to make it illegal to tamper with consumers products and the Food and Drug Administration–established tamper-proof guidelines. The company has long enjoyed the ranking of the most respected pharmaceutical company.\(^ {38}\)
The story offers a few lessons for the digital space. While these efforts have significantly reduced the probability of tampering, it still happens. For actors that are intent on doing bad things to harm others, rules and regulations are not necessarily a deterrent. Ultimately, technology innovation performs the lion’s share of consumer protection, and policy needs to be flexible to allow solutions to emerge. Industry and regulators can work collaboratively to solve problems, but it should not be assumed that regulators inherently have the best solutions or even the right information. As the next section describes, dozens of technological means can improve online privacy. If regulators demand one approach above others, they risk making the wrong choice and deterring a range of solutions, which can bring better outcomes for consumers.

**Market Solutions Comprise Three of the Four Crucial Inputs to Creating Trust Online.** The European Union Agency for Network and Information Security (ENISA) produced an official report about how to create trust online, noting that trust is a function of four key inputs, the knowledge of the end user, the level and type of technology, business practices, and institutions (the laws and policies that govern the system). The ideal policy incorporates all elements and offers a flexible balance that allows privacy enhancing innovation to emerge. Policies that incorporate only some of the elements or overemphasize some elements to the exclusion of others are not optimal and potentially harmful.

Unfortunately, in the promulgation of the GDPR, the EU did not incorporate the advice of its official research institute, notably the importance of consumer education and innovation in privacy-enhancing technologies. After a decade of GDPR-type regulations across the EU, consumers report only a marginal increase in trust online. As of 2017 only 22 percent of Europeans shop outside their own country (a paltry increase of 10 percent in a decade), suggesting that the European Commission’s Digital Single Market goals are still elusive. Moreover, only 20 percent of EU companies are highly digitized. These are primarily large firms. Small- to medium-sized companies invest little to modernize their business and market to other EU countries. The US should not make the same mistakes as the EU in failing to investigate the empirical research and failing to test whether their policies are achieving their promises.

**The Role of Privacy Enhancing Technologies (PETs) in Promoting Online Privacy**

Privacy regulation attempts to shape the market to deliver predetermined outcomes and requires government intervention to certify compliance. Innovation, on the other hand, can create better systems that never compromise a user’s privacy. Extensive evidence shows that a flexible, innovation-based approach yields software and systems that are better designed to protect data and privacy and that empower enterprises to operate with data protection as a competitive parameters. The International Association of Privacy Professionals' survey of privacy practices of 800 enterprises around the world found that traditionally less-regulated industries have more advanced privacy practices than highly regulated industries, which conform only to regulatory requirements. As early as 2010, the International Conference of Data Protection and Privacy Commissioners resolved that efforts to promote privacy by design needed to be more deeply embedded in policy.

The problem with regulating software technology is that it freezes a status quo instead of supporting the innovation that can lead to better, more consumer-centric systems. Indeed, the GDPR mandate of a
single mode of data governance unwittingly creates an attack surface for cyber criminals. As such, we should encourage multi-stakeholder efforts of the National Telecommunications & Information Administration, the National Institute of Standards and Technology, and others to develop a scientific, evidence-based framework as the most salient approach to privacy and data protection in the 21st century. The focus on the scientific approach ensures the engineering trustworthiness of technology. Measurement science and system engineering principles can support the creation of frameworks, risk models, tools, and standards that protect privacy and civil liberties.\(^{46}\)

ENISA’s related report “Privacy and Data Protection by Design” explains privacy-enhancing technologies including not only encryption but also protocols for anonymous communications, attribute-based credentials, and private search of databases in addition to a range of strategies of multiple practices that firms can employ.\(^{47}\) It describes a large body of literature on privacy by design but also states that its implementation is weak and scattered. Indeed, privacy and data protection features are relatively new issues for engineers, designers, and product developers when implementing the desired functionality. To address this, ENISA has stewarded the discussion on how to develop a repository of such technologies.

Consider how technology and innovation could create better outcomes that prescriptive regulation. The GDPR has extensive reporting, auditing, and compliance requirements, necessitating that enterprises hire data protection officers and that data protection authorities hire workers. These requirements will vastly increase the paperwork created and stored in databases, itself a data protection risk. If the goal is to ensure that entities are practicing data protection, a better system could include audit on demand or even auditable systems, which are software that expose the relevant information to those users who are interested, like ratings used on peer-to-peer platforms.

It could be that because privacy by design technologies are nascent, policymakers are reluctant to describe them in further detail, though this also contradicts the implicit assumption that data supervisors know best. However, the GDPR-chosen approach of regulation creates path dependency and inevitable outcomes. It clearly puts the thumb on the scale in favor of regulation over innovation.

Such frameworks can have indirect effects in that firms, concerned about inadvertently violating many of the tenets of the regulation and facing steep fines, will choose not to innovate. The GDPR’s Article 25 on privacy by design and by default offers little in the way of incentives. There is no safe harbor for data processors to experiment or to implement new privacy by design technologies, so firms risk significant fines if their technologies fail, even if they have an entrepreneurial willingness to employ improved technologies.

Moreover, the GDPR and similar regimes with a priori restrictions for purpose specification, data minimization, automated decisions, and special categories are fundamentally incompatible with big data, artificial intelligence, and machine learning.\(^{48}\) Some of the most important scientific advances have been the result of processing disparate sets of information in inventive ways, ways that neither subjects nor controllers anticipated, let alone requested. Consider the definitive study on whether the use of mobile phones causes brain cancer.\(^{49}\) The Danish Cancer Society analyzed 358,403 Danish mobile subscribers by processing Social Security numbers, mobile phone numbers, and the National Cancer Registry, which records every incidence of cancer by social security number.\(^{50}\) The study is the most comprehensive investigation proving that using mobile phones is not correlated with brain cancer.
Indeed, part of the promise of socialized medicine was tapping the big data in public health databases. However, a privacy panic is threatening to derail some projects, for example Iceland’s genome warehouse, the oldest and most complete genetic record in the world, which promises groundbreaking therapies for Alzheimer’s disease and breast cancer. While many privacy advocates like to focus attention on Silicon Valley firms and calls for greater regulation, the campaign is backfiring as users turn their ire toward government, demanding erasure of their data from national health care records and other government services, potentially frustrating the operating models of mandated social programs. With the mantra of “if in doubt, opt out,” about half a million Australians en masse rejected the country’s national electronic health record, causing the computer system to crash.

A review of the literature on the impacts of economic regulation in the information communications technology sector shows a detrimental impact of regulation on innovation. Regulation can create a deadweight loss in the economy as resources are diverted to regulatory compliance and away from welfare-enhancing innovation. A study across all major industries from 1997 to 2010 found that less-regulated industries outperformed overregulated ones in output and productivity and grew 63 percent more. Overregulation increases barriers to entry for entrepreneurs, which slows economic growth. Moreover, regulation can crowd out efforts to create new and better systems. For example, under the GDPR firms must employ privacy professionals, reducing revenue for engineers who can design and deploy privacy professionals.

**Description of PETs.** Following is a brief overview of examples of PETs. This represents just a sliver of a vast and growing field that needs to be properly evaluated considering policymaking on online privacy. Many of the technologies emerge from the cybersecurity domain, which endeavors to protect hardware, software, and data from theft, disruption, and misdirection. Additional technologies not discussed include privacy enhanced data mining, computations, intervenability, and information retrieval.

**Encryption.** Encryption is a process of encoding information that only authorized parties can access it. While it does not prevent interference with data transmission, it can deny access to unauthorized parties. Encryption allows users to protect the privacy and integrity of their information, so that it cannot be viewed by others. The Secure Socket Layer and Transport Layer Security are cryptographic protocols that provide security for communications over computer networks.

Encryption is particularly important in the cloud storage setting in which many documents are gathered. Such environments entail risk from identity thieves, possible illicit and unlawful review of documents by cloud providers, and even government surveillance. As such, firms compete on providing secure storage environments.

A related tool is the digital signature, a mathematical, cryptographic means to preserve the integrity of messages, verify a known sender, and ensure that the sender cannot deny having sent the message (non-repudiation). Digital signatures are used for software distribution, financial transactions, and software to minimize forgery and tampering.
**Data Minimization.** Data minimization is the notion of using the least possible amount of information to make the service or application applicable to the user. This can be as simple as the service not requesting information of the user that is not relevant to the transaction. Users can also deploy tools such as the Privacy Eraser, which deletes browsing history, caches, cookies, entered data, forms, passwords, and other sensitive information. Some browsers support “private browsing” so that data are not stored on the computer. Messaging services such as Snapchat and Firechat create only minimal information, which is automatically deleted.

**Authentication.** Authentication is the process of confirming the veracity of data and identity. This is a means to protect users and systems from unauthorized users and uses of services. It can involve multiple factors, layered approaches, and continuous verification.

**Attribute-Based Access Control.** Attribute-based access control (ABAC) is a dynamic, context-aware and risk-intelligent method of access granted based on the use of specific policies and attributes (e.g., if, then). For example, ABAC can be used to determine whether a person is of a minimum age of 18 before purchasing alcohol or that a rider on public transportation is eligible for the senior citizen discount. Such methods eliminate the introduction of unnecessary personal information. They can also be used to generate a verified token for the consumption of services without compromising personal information. Examples of ABAC include Goethe University’s Privacy-ABCs, IBM’s Idemix, and Microsoft’s U-Prove.

**Anonymization.** Anonymity is the notion of wanting others to see one’s action, but not one’s identity. Anonymization of communication takes place by concealing the identity of the user and other personal information. Instead, they are replaced by non-traceable options. For example, the user can engaged with an anonymous one-time email address or random internet protocol (IP) address. Anonymization is typically used for emails, web browsing, IP telephony, chat, etc.

Anonymous credentials allow a user to consume a service without revealing personal identify. For example, a car rental provider need not know the identity or name of the customer, only that the customer is of minimum legal age and has a driver license, car insurance, and a method of payment.

The notion of privacy on its face seems to contradict the business of personalization and derivative services (e.g., loyalty programs). Indeed, many consumers like firms to personalize services to them, for example the shop owners who recognize frequent customers and say hello upon their entering the store and personalized online communications. Services for health and fitness, financial planning, and personal shopping are predicated on customers’ unique personal attributes and would be undesirable, even harmful, if they were based on generalized information (e.g., making health recommendations to children based upon information for adults). On the other hand, there are efforts to design privacy-aware loyalty program using anonymization techniques. The point is that the government should not mandate one method or another but allow providers and consumers to gravitate to those models to which they prefer.

Part of the value of the US approach to date is that the regulation of privacy is predicated on the sensitivity of information. Unlike the European approach, which considers all data collection suspect and all data collectors nefarious, the US has defined regulations for knowingly sensitive domains such as health, finance, and children. This is prudent and fiscally responsible approach to focus expertise and resources to known risks.
**Service-Level Agreements and Tools to Enable Transparency and Choice.** Many firms are increasingly transparent about how they manage data and provide options for users to decide how personal data are to be managed. Greater software sophistication and user-centric design allows consumers choice to select and specify how data can be managed and transferred, whether they can be shared with third parties and under which conditions, how and when data should be deleted and so on. Moreover, users can audit or change these conditions at will. Users need not rely on companies’ promises; independent transaction logs can verify that requested conditions have been fulfilled.63

Consider Ghostery, the privacy and security mobile browser and extension app that detects and blocks third-party data-tracking technologies. Its seven million users manage privacy with downloadable transparency tools and many active in policy discussion.64

These are but a few examples of promising technologies that can promote privacy and drive competition among firms. As described in the next section, coupling privacy enhancing innovation with consumer education is an effective means to empower consumers to drive the optimal privacy outcomes.

**Momio: A Social Network for Kids Built with Privacy.** Momio is an online social network designed and operated exclusively for children age 5–15 with one million users across the Nordic region and Netherlands, Germany, and Poland.65 Launched in 2013, it operates a flagship version and Momio Lite, which does not process any personal data. The Lite version does not allow posting of text or images. Parental consent is required for users under the age of 13. Kids access the platform via a mobile device and interact with avatars they individually create. The platform is funded by partnerships with kid-friendly content and media companies. The platform is grounded in concepts of digital life skills with a focus on digital use, safety, security, emotional intelligence, communication, literacy, and rights.

**The Role of Consumer Education in Promoting Online Privacy**
Consumer education is tacit recognized as important, but it a fragmented field, frequently disconnected from policy. Canadian home economist and consumer studies educator Sue McGregor offers an authoritative academic review of the field of consumer education.66 She describes consumer education as a means of protecting consumers as economic actors and empowering them with the political, ethical, and moral aspects of consumption (behavior) and consumerism (ideology) and observes that the concept has been extant for 120 years. A variety of theories explain the need for consumer education. For example, the market does not provide enough education, so information needs to be stimulated. Another view is that consumers demand “uncensored” information about the market. Another view posits that education is the path to consumer activism, so information is promoted by interested parties. Others define consumer education as a conceptual innovation. A modern view of consumer education describes it as a function of decision-making, personal resource management, and citizen participation in the policy process.

In recent decades the notion of consumer education has been likened to human right (1960s), a model of postindustrial economics, people no longer producing their own goods (1970s), the business paradigm of consumer as client (1980s), the public-private partnership for consumer
education, indeed a concept promoted in the 1996 Pitofsky report (1990s), and in the 2000s, consumer education vis-à-vis globalization and the policy process. Most recently the field has incorporated complexity theory. Despite this evolution, consumer education remains a fragmented endeavor with certain areas getting significant attention, for example financial literacy and smoking cessation, while other important areas are not discussed. There is also the view of the politicization of consumer education, for example that centrally planned disclosure for nutrition information on food satisfies regulators’ expectations but fails to be meaningfully adopted by consumers. This suggests that for consumer education to be meaningful it needs to bottom-up or at least be holistic.

It is instructive to consider the robust, vibrant market for information and education in the consumer electronics field detailing the most minute and technical aspect of machines. For decades consumers have availed themselves to magazines, online discussions, rankings, reviews, how-to videos, conferences, and so on. There is no policymaker directing the discussion, but it grows by consumer demand.

There is no reason why there could not be a similar field for the consumption of online services, which describes the contours of online privacy and how users could select different technologies to manage their privacy. The difference is that consumer electronics education is essentially funded by advertising, the many providers of phones, devices, appliances, and so on advertise in popular publications, host discussions, and so on. Online platforms do not advertise as such. A valuable policy research project could investigate how to stimulate a market for consumer education on privacy and some recommendations follow in this paper.

In any event, without consumer education on privacy it is difficult to expect all consumers to fully understand what to consent when agreeing to typical terms of services. The disclosures could be simplified and updated in more consumer-centric language and format.

**Public Choice Explanation for the Lack of Consumer Education on Privacy.** The academic discipline of public choice uses economics to investigate problems in political science. It could help explain why consumer education on privacy is lacking, aside from one possible explanation that consumers are not interested to learn about privacy and therefore do not demand such information. A public choice theorization would likely recognize that while the notion of consumer education has implicit valence, industry and regulators may have incentives to de-emphasize its role. Indeed, if consumers are empowered to make informed choices, they have less need of regulators’ supervision. Similarly, consumers making informed choices also affects industry; it has a powerful effect to drive consumers from one firm to another.

The European Union’s GDPR is suspect in that among 173 provisions the role and importance of consumer education is never discussed. This is likely because the regulation is in part a make-work program for 75,000 new privacy officers and the employees of 62 data protection authorities. The GDPR assumes that regulatory authorities have more information than consumers and firms and therefore know better how to order transactions in the marketplace. All the same, the GDPR imposes massive new responsibility on regulators without a concurrent increase in training or funding. EU data
supervisors must wear many hats, including “ombudsman, auditor, consultant, educator, policy adviser, negotiator, and enforcer.” Furthermore, the GDPR widens the gap between the high expectations for data protection and the low level of skills possessed by data supervisors charged with its implementation. There are certainly many talented individuals among these ranks, but the mastery of information communication technologies varies considerably among these professionals, especially as each nation’s data protection authority is constituted differently.

Public choice theory also suggests that the EU data supervisors’ preferences are not necessarily aligned with the “public interest,” or what is best for European welfare in the long run. Increasing user knowledge and the quality of data protection technology could legitimately make people better off, but it could also render regulators less important. While data supervisors will not necessarily reject policies that improve user knowledge and technology design, it is in their interest to promote inputs that increase their own resources and legitimacy in conducting compliance and adjudication.

A number of surveys demonstrate that many users fail to practice basic privacy-enhancing behaviors. This situation is ripe for improvement and represents a classic example of how consumer education can improve outcomes better, more quickly, and at a lower cost than regulation. Indeed, the first principle of consumer education in data protection, buyer beware, is the first principle for how citizens should protect themselves in cyberthreats in Michael Chertoff’s new book on cybersecurity: “Be mindful of what data you transmit and what you connect to your own network.” He also recommends practicing cyber hygiene, taking advantage of layered cybersecurity technology, and outsmarting scams with a phone call. Consumers need to practice the same kind of vigilance and personal responsibility in cybersecurity as they do in the data protection domain. Outsourcing the job to bureaucrats will not cut it, as the user can be a vulnerability point. Consider warnings and labels on food and chemicals; while regulation can mandate that disclosures be made, if users do not recognize the meaning of expiration dates or consumption warnings, then the disclosure has little impact.

As such, the GDPR rests on a fallacy that making consent more explicit makes consumers more informed. The GDPR requires enterprises to make consent ever more detailed, burdensome, and granular without increasing the user’s holistic knowledge of the transaction. This creates an increasing chasm between consumer empowerment and bureaucratic control. It is like speaking more loudly to a person who speaks another language in the hope that she will better understand.

When producers and consumers do not have perfect information, this discrepancy can give rise to inefficiency or abuse. Peer-to-peer platforms have resolved many of these problems of informational asymmetry through information sharing. Consider how the ability to evaluate drivers and riders is an essential part of ridesharing apps. Before Uber, neither the taxi company nor the regulator was interested to publish real-time information about the quality of drivers or cars, as it would like impugn the failure of regulator. Ratings and peer reviews are essential in the digital economy. Indeed, some health regulators use Yelp ratings to help inform how they deploy their inspection resources.

Consumer education could be vital to demystify the “black box” of many internet platforms, which for many consumers is a system in which they can observe the inputs and outputs but have little to no insight to its internal workings.
**Tapping the FTC’s Consumer Education Resources.** The FTC already has significant educational resources to help consumers protect themselves online in the privacy, identity and online security sections of its website.\(^7\) It would be worthwhile to see how this information could be shared, syndicated, and amplified, for example through social media by users themselves. Even if no further policy was enacted at all, people could read the FTC section on protecting kids online and learn many things about being more responsible and protecting one’s privacy. Essentially, the very restraint that parents are to apply to children, they should apply to themselves.

Moreover, there is nothing is to stop any privacy advocacy organization, philanthropic charity, school, trade association, or company from presenting a similar list or linking to the FTC’s information. They do not have to ask permission; they do not need to wait for legislation. Information can be made available to consumers today.

The section on limiting unwanted calls and emails is quite detailed noting privacy choices for your personal financial information; stopping unsolicited mail, phone calls, and email; blocking unwanted calls; robocalls; the do not call registry; phone scams, telemarketing rules; and reducing spam in email and SMS. These include common sense tips such as using email filters, limiting exposure of one’s email address, changing privacy settings, choosing unique email address, detecting and removing malware, and reporting spam.

The section on protecting kids online delves into cyberbullying, how parents can talk with kids, and basic security such as peer-to-peer file sharing, phishing, and downloading apps. Indeed, these pointers could easily be extended to adults. Some of these settings could be defaults for first-time adult users until they become more familiar. There are privacy-enhanced devices apps for children, so there is no reason why they cannot be designed for adults. Features include programmable limitation on services, emergency buttons, time management controls, filtering software applied to ensure that users do not share personal information or content. Just as parents develop rules for their kids, they should live by their own rules, limiting their use at family times, in the evening, etc. But they can also be more diligent about their behavior. Adults should be cautious in what they post, whether text, picture, or video. They should use “good judgment.”

**The OECD’s International Cooperation on Consumer Education for Online Privacy.** More than a decade ago various private and public organizations have outlined the role of consumer education in online privacy, but this thinking and educational assets have not been meaningfully incorporated into policy. Notably, the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) published a study on Consumer Education for Digital Competence.\(^7\) Key learning points include:

- Linking the concept of digital competence with critical thinking on technology and the media,
- Educating to provide a basis for developing an understanding of the structures and conceptual relationships understanding digital media (e.g., functioning of online market, e-commerce marketing techniques, and user tools),
- Learning the how and why of protecting personal information when using digital media,
- Using media to promote the education of digital competence in compelling ways (e.g., games, videos, blogs, and virtual worlds),
- Age-appropriate education,
- Implementing teacher training, and
• Strengthening multi-stakeholder cooperation to create educational partnerships.

The OECD also published a book to describe prevailing consumer education practices across the member nations, including the institutional frameworks and policy evaluation tools.\textsuperscript{79}

**Institute for Privacy Protection at Seton Hall University.** Gaia Bernstein, director of the Institute for Privacy Protection and codirector of the Gibbons Institute of Law Science and Technology at Seton Hall University observes, “We can take action to regain control of our time, attention and social interactions.”\textsuperscript{80} The center offers training for teachers and other leaders about how to empower users to manage their privacy. The core curriculum is based on the concept of explaining the concept of privacy, digital footprints and reputation, ads and content choice, and online versus offline balance.\textsuperscript{81}

**Teaching Privacy Curriculum.** For example, in the US, the “Teaching Privacy Curriculum” by Serge Egelman et al. offers interactive instruction on 10 principles of online privacy over three weeks in a university setting, a method that has also proved effective to educate and empower users to manage their privacy.\textsuperscript{82}

**Additional Policy Considerations for Online Privacy**

**Incentives to PETs.** Americans can develop better privacy regimes through science, technology, and innovation. Policymakers should consider the role of incentives for design and experimentation with PETs. These can include partnerships for grants, prizes, award, and competitions. Importantly, any kind of privacy policy or legislation should include a legal safe harbor for PET innovation to ensure that innovators can innovate without punishment.

**Consumers Enjoy and Expect a National Privacy Framework.** To date, consumers have enjoyed common rules for privacy protection across the US with particular kinds of information being regulated because of their sensitivity. It is important that this standard be maintained with any new policy, regulation, or legislation. From the beginning, the US has been a de facto digital single market with a common language, currency, and policy. This has supported interstate commerce and the permissionless innovation for any startup to create a website, service, or application online. Some states in the show of symbolic politics are making up their own internet and privacy rules. These are dangerous and misguided efforts which will confuse consumers, possibly violate the Constitution and Communications Act, and frustrate interstate commerce.\textsuperscript{83} Congress should preempt efforts by the states to pursue state level privacy policy.
Avoiding the Abuse of Privacy Class Action. My forthcoming paper for the Federalist Society details how various parties abuse data protection regulation as a form of political and economic rent-seeking. The GDPR legislation was reverse engineered to exploit the standard European judicial jurisdictions and to allow litigants to bring users outside of the EU into lawsuits. Today, firms and data protection authorities now suffer the automation of complaints from bots and belligerent users, swelling the complaint channels with thousands, if not millions, of requests in a day. Moreover, litigants, under the blanket of nonprofit corporate status, are motivated to seek billions of dollars in damages by suing firms and keep the winnings on users’ behalf. It is expected that lawsuits will take years to resolve, a cost borne by taxpayers to fund.

The US has a superior model in which the FTC can work with state attorneys general to make coordinated action where necessary. It is important that the US maintain the primacy of the FTC and ensure a common national standard for online privacy. If need be, Congress could strengthen the FTC’s ability to apply civil penalties for privacy violations.

---
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